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Price for a single Parcel

Main  
Services

Basic characteristics of Parcels

Service name Maximum dimensions of the 
Shipment in mm

Maximum weight of the  
Shipment in kg

InPost miniCourier24 Allegro Maximum side  
length: 800 mm

The sum of the side lengths 
must not exceed: 1600 mm
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InPost Courier24 Allegro 30

02Main Service

Main service name

InPost miniCourier24 Allegro InPost Courier24 Allegro

Net price PLN 8.90 PLN 10.90

Gross price PLN 10.95 PLN 13.41
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Additional  
Services

Additional service
InPost  

miniCourier24  
Allegro

InPost
Courier24  

Allegro

Additional insurance

up to PLN 5,000 included in the main 
service price

included in the main 
service price

up to PLN 10,000 PLN 2.09 PLN 2,09

up to PLN 20,000 PLN 2.44 PLN 2,44

Cash on delivery up to PLN 5 000 (COD) PLN 2.00 PLN 2,00

Pick-up service

Pick-up service - shipping 1 parcel PLN 5,00 PLN 5,00

Pick-up service - shipping 2 parcel PLN 4,50 PLN 4,50

Pick-up service - shipping 3 parcel PLN 4,00 PLN 4,00

Pick-up service - shipping 4 parcel PLN 3,50 PLN 3,50

Pick-up service - shipping 5 parcels or more included in the main 
service price

included in the main 
service price

The prices for a single Parcel excluding VAT (net)
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Additional
Fees

Additional fee
InPost

miniCourier24
Allegro

InPost
Courier24

Allegro

Verification of Shipment weight PLN 10,00 PLN 10,00

Verification of Shipment  
dimensions PLN  10,00  PLN 10,00

Fee for treating Shipment  
as oversized PLN  15,00 PLN 15,00

Exceeding of weight PLN 3.00 for each kg over 10 kg PLN 3.00 for each kg over 30 kg

The prices for a single Parcel excluding VAT (net)
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InPost miniCourier24 Allegro

Service for Allegro Sellers enabling delivery of the parcel to the indicated address 
of the recipient’s premises. It includes the option of a free return and is subject 
to additional insurance coverage of up to PLN 5,000. Possible forms of dispatch: 
InPost® Parcel Locker Paczkomat, PaczkoPunkt or Pick-up by courier. Maximum 
dimensions of the shipment: the sum of 3 sides not exceeding 160 cm, and the 
longest of them not exceeding 80 cm. Maximum weight: 10 kg.

InPost Courier24 Allegro

Service for Allegro Sellers enabling delivery of the parcel to the indicated address. It 
includes the option of a free return and is subject to additional insurance coverage 
of up to PLN 5,000. Possible forms of dispatch: InPost® Parcel Locker Paczkomat, 
PaczkoPunkt or Pick-up by courier. Maximum dimensions of the shipment: the sum 
of 3 sides not exceeding 160 cm, and the longest of them not exceeding 80 cm. 
Maximum weight: 30 kg.
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Dictionary:
Additional Services

Additional insurance A service available for insured Shipments (as defined by the Terms and Conditions) 
containing commercial goods or valuable items up to the gross value specified.

Cash on delivery (COD)  
up to 5 000 PLN

The cash on delivery service (COD) allows to order a shipment with the option of 
making the payment by the Recipient, before its collection. Maximum amount 
collected – up to PLN 5 000.

Courier pick-up service

Payable Courier pick-up visit at dispatching a specific number of shipments. 
The service is included in the price for sending a Shipment, if the Sender orders 
dispatching 5 (five) or more Shipments or elements at once, and the Shipments 
being sent based on the Terms and Conditions for the provision of the „Allegro 
Courier „ service provided by InPost Sp. z o.o. and the Regulations for the provision of
the „Allegro Courier” service by InPost Sp. z o.o., they are added together for the 
purpose of determining the remuneration due for their collection by the courier.
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Verification of Shipment 
weight*

The fee is charged in two cases:

a)   exceeding the maximum permissible weight of 10 kg for the  
             InPost miniCourier24 Allegro service - the fee is charged together  
             with the Overweight Fee for each kg over 10 kg  
       b)  exceeding the maximum allowable weight of 30 kg for the  
             InPost Courier24 Allegro service - the fee is charged together with  
             the fee for excess weight for each kg over 30 kg 
 
To avoid this fee - for shipments over 10 kg, select the InPost Courier24 Allegro service 
and do not send shipments exceeding the maximum weight of 30 kg.

Verification of dimensions
of the Shipment*

The fee is charged in case of exceeding the maximum permissible dimensions for 
Courier Allegro services: the sum of 3 sides - 160 cm, the length of the longest cannot 
exceed 80 cm. The fee is charged together with the fee for treating the Shipment as 
oversized.

To avoid payment - do not send shipments exceeding the maximum dimensions.

To avoid the fees, make sure that you declared the size of your shipment correctly when creating the label, and that 
your shipment does not exceed the maximum weight and dimensions for the given service.

Fee for treating Shipment as
oversized*

In relation to the Courier Allegro services this fee is charged in case of exceeding 
the maximum permissible dimensions for Courier Allegro services: the sum of 3 
sides - 160 cm, the length of the longest cannot exceed 80 cm. The fee is charged 
together with the Shipment Dimension Verification Fee.

To avoid payment - do not send shipments exceeding the maximum dimensions.

Overweight shipment fee*

A fee of PLN 3.00 net for each started kg - is charged in the event of exceeding the
maximum weight of 10 kg for shipments sent in the InPost miniCourier 24 Allegro
service and 30 kg for shipments sent in the InPost Courier 24 Allegro service.

The fee is charged at the same time as the additional fee for Weight Verification
of the Shipment.

*the fees do not apply to Senders being Consumers
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The provisions of the Regulations for the provision of the „InPost Courier Allegro” service provided by InPost Sp. z o.o., in force 
on the day of sending the Shipment, in particular in the scope of the terms used in the Price List and the services provided, 

shall apply to this Price List. This Price List (treated independently and without an explicit connection with other InPost offers) 
does not constitute an offer within the meaning of the provisions of the Polish Civil Code.


